
Arroyo Grande Oilfield

San Luis Obispo County, California

Edna Member, Dollie Sands, Pismo Formation

Aquifer Exemption Application



Class and Well Type
• EPA Class II Injection

• Water Disposal
• Enhanced Oil Recovery

• Cyclic Steam
• Steam Flood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Classes  Use                                                                                                                     InventoryClass I    Inject hazardous wastes, industrial non-hazardous liquids, or municipal               wastewater beneath the lowermost USDW                                                      680 wellsClass II   Inject brines and other fluids associated with oil and gas production, and               hydrocarbons for storage.                                                                                172, 068 wellsClass III  Inject fluids associated with solution mining of minerals beneath the               lowermost USDW.                                                                                             22,131 wellsClass IV  Inject hazardous or radioactive wastes into or above USDWs. These wells              are banned unless authorized under a federal or state ground water               remediation project.                                                                                         33 sitesClass V  All injection wells not included in Classes I-IV. In general, Class V wells               inject non-hazardous fluids into or above USDWs and are typically               shallow, on-site disposal systems. However, there are some deep Class V               wells that inject below USDWs.                                                                       400,000 to 650,000 wells�                                                                                                                                      Note: an inventory range is                                                                                                                                       presented because a complete                                                                                                                                      inventory is not available.Class VI  Inject Carbon Dioxide (CO2) for long term  storage, also known as               Geologic Sequestration of CO2                                                                     6-10 commercial wells expected                                                                                                                                      to come online by 2016.                                                                                                                                     (Interagency Task Force on Carbon Capture and Storage)



Exemption Justification
• CFR §146.4 Criteria for exempted aquifers

• (a) It does not currently serve as a source of drinking water
• (b) It cannot now and will not in the future serve as a source of 

drinking water because:
• (1) It is mineral, hydrocarbon, or geothermal energy producing, 

or can be demonstrated by a permit applicant as part of a 
permit application for  a Class II or III operation to contain
minerals or hydrocarbons that considering their quantity and 
location are expected to be commercially producible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3. JUSTIFICATION FOR AQUIFER/ZONE EXEMPTIONProvide general introduction to Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 40 CFR146.4 and California “beneficial uses” requirements for justification:(a) Aquifer does not currently serve as a source of drinking water; and(b ) It cannot now and will not in the future serve as a source of drinking water because:	(1) It is mineral-, hydrocarbon- or geothermal-energy producing, or can be	demonstrated by a permit applicant as part of a permit application for a Class II or Class	III operation to contain minerals or hydrocarbons that considering their quantity and	location are expected to be commercially producible; or	(2) It is situated at a depth or location which makes recovery of water for drinking water	purposes economically or technologically impractical, or	(3) It is so contaminated that it would be economically or technologically impractical to	render that water fit for human consumption; or	(4) It is located over a Class III well mining area subject to subsidence or catastrophic	collapse, or(c) TDS is more than 3,000 and less than 10,000 and is not reasonably expected to supply a publicwater system or to have any other beneficial uses.



History
Seeps in the Arroyo Grande oilfield were used by the Chumash Indians to seal 
their water craft (tomol) and their water carrying vessels.
Gaspar de Portola wrote:
“On May 12, 1770, we left these canyons and arroyo of San Ladislao and the 
rancheria of the Buchon and continued to the north, northeast. The stream 
of this canyon doesn’t run but is a marsh. In ¼ league {1 league = 2.6 miles} of 
walking we arrived at a group of hills very big and wide, and we crossed their 
slope and there were many outcrops of melted tar or chapopote, and we had 
to throw 200 sticks into the tar and then we crossed forward and in a league 
turned north in this broad canyon {Edna Valley}.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anecdotal evidence suggests that anyperceived increase in the seepage of oil is from solar heating or from rainfall floating out the oil.



History
• 1880 – 1922 - 150,000 tons of tar sands mined from the surface 
• 1906 – First oil well completed
• 1919 – Arroyo Grande oilfield designated by the State
• 1949 – Water Flood
• 1965 – Cyclic Steam
• 1980 – Steam Flood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming 26 gallons of oil per ton = ~93,000 bbl of oil



Current
• ~560 wells drilled in total

• 260 wells in operation
• 19 million barrels of oil produced
• 5th largest field in District 3 by production

• Oil Production = 1,350 bbl/day
• Water Production = 29,750 bbl/day
• Water/Steam Injection = 11,700 bbl/day
• Water not returned to Reservoir = 18,050 bbl/day



Proposed 
Area



Cross
Sections



A – A’ south to north across the middle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section A – A’ (App. A (7)(a)(1))This SW-NE section across the center of the field shows the oilfield’s lateral seal of fluid injection by theArroyo Grande Fault to the north and by the stratigraphic pinch out or facies change from the EdnaMember (Dollie sand) to the Miguelito siltstone and claystone to the south. The basal Dollie sand thatextends south of the main body of the oilfield reservoir to well Tiber 68 is not part of the steam drive.



Cross
Sections



B – B’ west to east across the middle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section B – B’ (App. A (7)(a)(2))This W-E section across the middle of the field shows that the lateral seal of the oil field reservoir on theupper western and eastern limbs of the syncline is a tar seal. The shallowing upward base of thebituminous sands or tar seal on the western limb of the syncline comes to surface on the sectionbetween wells Signal – Guidetti 2 and Guidetti A-4 and this is consistent with Hall’s (USGS, 1973) surfacegeologic mapping of the Edna Member. On the east limb of the syncline the tar seal is estimated tocome to surface east of the “Jack” 1-32 well on the east end of the section where the tar seal isapproximately 480’ below surface. No additional wells were available east of “Jack” 1-32.



All Known 
Wells for 
Arroyo 
Grande 
Oilfield



Active 
Water 

Disposal 
Injectors

8 – 360’
7 – 593’

6 – 500’ 3 – 1,226’

4 – 1,576’
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“Pulas” 8 – 360’	297’N	203’W“Pulas” 7 – 593’	37’N	592’W“Pulas” 6 – 500’	178’S	467’W“Pulas” 3 – 1,226’	220’S	1,206’E“Pulas” 4 – 1,576’	355’S	1,535’W“Signal E.T.S.” All straight holes“Maino” wells are proposed, not yet drilled“Maino” 1WD – 1,012’	989’S	211’E“Maino” 2WD – 1,009’	93’S	1,005’E



Hydraulic Analysis



Reservoir Fluid Balance Diagram



Best Use of the Water
• Water Reclamation Facility

• $60 million to construct
• Only economic to operate if water is reused for steaming 

and the oil is produced and sold
• Contains:

• Free Oil, Benzene, Selenium, Toluene, Ethyl benzene, Xylene
• 25+ years for current reserve estimates

• Expansion of AE area will only help to extend that number



Conclusion
• DOGGR and SWB preliminarily approves of the aquifer 

exemption
• Containment

• Mass balance
• Structural

• Oil Producing
• Best use of the resources
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Presentation Notes
Containment (used sound reasoning)  Original boundaries were for lease lines.  Now they have basis in real worldMass balance – Fluid is leaving the reservoir and only fluids from the reservoir are going back in.  Can’t overfillStructural – An additional line of defenseOil ProducingBest use of the resources



Water Production
Total water produced in the AG Oilfield per day 30,000 bbl/day

Total producing wells 187 wells

Average of water produced per day per well 160 bbl/day

Conversion factor 42 gal/bbl

Average of water produced per day per well 6,738 gal/day

Conversion factor 24 hr/day

Conversion factor 60 min/hr

Average of water produced per minute per well 5 gal/min

Low average production of a water well in SLO county 300 gal/min

How many wells to produce low average 64 wells

High average production of a water well in SLO county 600 gal/min

How many wells to produce high average 128 wells

Pismo formation well production 60 gal/min

How many wells to produce as a Pismo well 13 wells



Water Production

Unit of
Measurement

Oil Produced
from Reservoir

Water Produced
from Reservoir

Water and Steam
Reinjected into Reservoir

Water Released
to Pismo Creek

bbl/day 1,350 29,750 11,700 18,050

acre-ft/day 0.17 3.83 1.51 2.33



Exemption Justification
• CFR §144.7 Identification of underground sources of drinking 

water and exempted aquifers
• (c) (2) For Class II wells, a demonstration of commercial producibility

shall be made as follows:
• (i) For a Class II well to be used for enhanced oil recovery processes in a field 

or project containing aquifers from which hydrocarbons were previously 
produced, commercial producibility shall be presumed by the Director upon a 
demonstration by the applicant of historical production having occurred in 
the project area or field.

• (ii) For Class II wells not located in a field or project containing aquifers from 
which hydrocarbons were previously produced, information such as logs, core 
data, formation description, formation depth, formation thickness and 
formation parameters such as permeability and porosity shall be considered 
by the Director, to the extent such information is available.



Active Oil 
and Gas 

Producers
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“Dollie” 8 Last year has averaged 12 bopd and 39 bwpd.  24% oil and 76% water



Active 
Cyclic 
Steam 

Injectors



Active 
Steam 
Flood 

Injectors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Rock” 14 SIM Idle since March 2010.  Now Idle
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